SIGNS
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the general signs that don’t fit into
our other brochure categories!

Village and town signs - each of the signs shown incorporates many
relief images. We sculpt the images, usually in clay, and then take moulds from
them for the final sign castings. There’s no real limit to what can be done!
The same applies to the sign shapes and how they’re mounted - it’s down to
what you think would suit your village. Where cost is critical, you could opt
for one of our many existing sign patterns and fonts (typefaces).
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Four more examples of cast relief
village and town signs
All vary widely in shape and size but
the end result is something distinctive,
attractive and long-lasting.

Our Bromsgrove signs were made in a different way.
Mounted on a massive hardwood post, the pictorial
sign was scanned from an original painting, edited
and produced as a high-res print encapsulated in
glass-reinforced plastic. The top panel was cast
in aluminium along with the hand-carved crest.

Describe, illustrate, interpret.......
Text and graphics in 3-D - it’s a great combination for getting the message across to adults and children.
The two photographs on the left show simple lectern-mounted panels, one with text only, one with text and very
detailed graphics. The photo on the right is one of our “Rotherham Monoliths” incorporating raised text, an ano-printed
photo of an historical painting, carved relief images and sponsors’ details. These monoliths can also be found as
far afield as Wigtown and Sunderland.

Pattern for giant hand for Lorenzo Quinn. We had just
three weeks to turn this foam original into a cast
aluminium hand which later had a Fiat 500 car inside it!

Just a small part of an incredibly detailed drawing
prepared for us by Sarah Brindley as the artwork
for an etched bronze on the history of hat-making.

Part of a very large 3-D
reconstruction in cast metal of
the canal basin at Bugsworth, Derbyshire
showing how the now tranquil site was
once a hive of heavy industry.
The topography and buildings were
cast as one with the trains and boats
cast separately. Once out on site,
the model canal duly filled with water!
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SIGNS FOR NEARLY EVERYTHING
Plant labels, tree plaques, lighthouse nameplates, burial plot markers, underwater signs, signs for the Antarctic,
warning signs, welcoming signs, trail markers, bridge number plates, memorial plaques for seats and benches,
signs for schools, surgeries, ships, signs for steam engines and stations, for hotels, restaurants & coffee bars

AND 80 YEARS OF MAKING SIGNS FOR THE NATIONAL TRUST!
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